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FRONT PAGE 

We are certainly into the final countdown to London 2012, and I am sure that each of us is 
making plans and preparations. These will range from planning travel and accommodation, trying 
to obtain tickets, wondering where there will be postal facilities, or even deciding if a new TV is 
justified! Many will also be considering the opportunity to witness the torch relay. 

For those that have not attended an Olympic Games, the atmosphere surrounding the Games 
cannot be easily described, so I urge all of our UK members to try and experience some aspect 
of this once in a lifetime opportunity on your home soil. 

For those without tickets, look for details of the large screen 'live sites', watch for events in the 
programme of the Cultural Olympiad - there will be many free events in London that are directly 
linked to the Olympic Games. 

For those with uncommitted time during the Games during the Olympic period (even an odd day 
between events), please see the notice below - we may be able to offer you a way to play a role. 

I my offer apologies for the delay in this Torch Bearer being distributed, my personal involvement 
in a number of Olympic projects has created an unexpected demand on my time, and despite the 
hours I am prepared to work in a day, I fell behind with Torch Bearer. 

You will also see that this issue is very biased to London 2012. News about London currently 
breaks on a weekly (or even daily) basis, and as Torch Bearer is the organ of the collectors 
society based in the host country, many of our overseas members and the other FIPO societies 
with whom we exchange journals look to the SOC to keep them informed. The bias towards 
London will almost certainly continue until the end of 2012, but articles for publication are still 
required for other Games - particularly as our regular writers are busy trying to record material for 
London. 

Society of Olympic Collectors - Special meeting at Philatex 
The Royal Horticultural Halls, London 
November 5th, 2011. 12:45 — 2:45 

We shall have some important business to discuss in anticipation of 
volunteers being needed for a variety of tasks in 2012, and urge all our 
British members to attend, especially if you live in easy reach of 
London, or will be in the London area during the Olympic Games. 

We would also be interested in members residing close to the Olympic 
venues outside London, as we may need assistance with mailing items 
pending further news of Royal Mail's plans. 
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Royal Mail stamps to go for gold in London 2012 

Royal Mail made the following press release in July: 

"Royal Mail stamps to go for gold in London 2012  

• Royal Mail stamps to be issued to mark all Team GB gold medal wins 
• Gold medal stamps a first for Royal Mail 
• Only 3rd time a host nation has issued individual Olympic gold medal stamps 
• Stephen Agar from Royal Mail said: "We're delighted to announce we will be issuing these very 
special gold medal stamps. We hope that we will be printing many sets, just as the Nation 
hopes that it will be celebrating many victories next summer." 

With one year to go to London 2012, Royal Mail has announced that it will issue special gold 
medal stamps to celebrate Team GB Olympic gold medal wins. 

This is the first time that Royal Mail has issued stamps to mark Olympic victories. The stamps 
will feature both individual and team gold medal wins. 

Details of the actual designs themselves are set to be announced later, when Royal Mail will 
also announce its plans to commemorate the Paralympic Games. 

Royal Mail issued its first Olympic Games Stamps in 1948, with four stamps bearing the five 
Olympic Rings. No stamps were issued in 1908 as Royal Mail stamps at that time bore images 
of the reigning monarch only. 

At the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games Team GB won 19 gold medals. Stephen Agar from Royal 
Mail said: "We're delighted to announce we will be issuing these very special gold medal 
stamps. We hope that we will be printing many sets, just as the Nation hopes that it will be 
celebrating many victories next summer." 

It will be the third time a host nation has issued stamps to mark individual Olympic gold medal 
wins. Australia Post was the first postal service to issue gold medal stamps to mark home team 
Olympic victories in 2000, with Hellenic Post in Greece following suit in 2004. In 2008 China 
Post issued a single commemorate sheet of stamps to mark their national team's success in 
Beijing. More recently Canada Post issued a stamp to mark the first ever gold medal won on 
home territory at the Winter Olympics in Vancouver in 2010." 

The athletics Gold Medal won by Kathy 
Freeman in the women's 400m. Was 
one of the sixteen Gold Medals 
commemorated by Australis Post in 
2000. 

This series proved popular and 
commercially sucessful, leading to 
similar issies at subsequent Olympic 
Games. 
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The commercial success of the two (three if the China Post medal winner personalised issues 
are included), host nation medal winner stamp issues has been dependent on three main 
factors: 
- Timing / availability: Initial stocks were available for sale 1 - 3 days after the medal ceremony 
while the Olympic atmosphere and National pride was at their highest levels. 
- Strategic sales locations capable of high volume sales with dedicated staff / sales counters. 
- Sheet format encouraging multiple sales (10 or 20 of each issued design). 
- Regional / Location identification on the sheets, creating regional sets of sheets. 
- In 2004, multiple, identifiable printings (laser local, laser national, offset national). 
It will be interesting to see the Royal Mail approach. 

While we wait for the detail to be added to the basic announcement, the confirmation that 
arrangements are being progressed is contained in reports of the negotiations between the 
BOA and Team GB athletes: 

'BOA reduces commercial demands on athletes ahead of London 2012' 

Interestingly, there is only one mention of financial compensation for athletes in the entire 
agreement - a £10,000 bonus from Royal Mail for gold-medal winners in return for using their 
image on special collectors' stamps. 

If Team GB achieve their stated aim of finishing fourth in the medal table in 2012, they are likely 
to need to win between 18 and 20 golds. That could mean a £200,000 bill for Royal Mail next 
year.' 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/olympics/london_2012/14996149.stm 

The weightlifting Bronze Medal presented to 
Leonidas Sampanis in the 62 kilo weight class 
illustrates the risk taken by 'instant' issue of a 
commemorative stamp. 

Hellenoc Post (ELTA) issued seventeen Medal 
Winner stamps, but the withdrawal of the 
Sampanis stamp following a positive drug test 
created immediate demand, and adverse 
publicity. 

The embarrasing situation whereby a cheat had 
been honoured by a stamp issue could not be 
rectified. Policy changes were introduced, so that 
the stamp issues would not take place before the 
performance had been ratified. 

Will the Royal Mail policy be one of trust or caution? 
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1.20 er 12., or, 

Beijing 2008 - Torch Relay Logo Stamp 

Bob Farley 

On April 27th, 2007 a 'Special-use' Stamp for use for the 
'Personalized Service' of China Post showing the Torch Relay Logo of 
the Games of the XXIX Olympiad was released. 

It was initially released in two formats. 

420,4%MK?cia42.*441h44 

0942249 

Technical details: 
Values in set: 1 
Date of issue: April 27th, 2007 
Denomination: 120 fen 
Size of stamps: 30*30 mm + 
30*30 mm label 
Perforation: 12 
Sheet composition: 15 
Printing process: Offset 
Printing House: Beijing Postage 
Stamp Printing Works 

'Personalised sheet of 4 
Light the Passion Share the 
Dream. 
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Light the Passion Share the Dream 

The Torch Relay Logo stamp 
was used to create a New Year 
Sheet', released across China. 

Sheet for New Year 2008. 

Technical details: 
Denomination: 480 fen 
Size of stamps: 30 * 30 mm 
Perforation: 12 
Sheet composition: 4 
Printing House: Beijing Postage 
Stamp Printing Works 

A further sheet was released 
for sale nationwide to 
commemorate the 
commencement of the Torch 
Relay. 

- 
Light the Passion Share the Dream 

Technical details: 
Denomination: 480 fen 
Size of stamps: 30 * 30 mm 
Perforation: 13 
Sheet composition: 4 
Printing House: Beijing 
Postage Stamp Printing Works 

It should be noted that release 
dates of the 'New Year' and 
'Torch Relay' sheets on this 
page have not been 
established. 

This is also the case with all of 
the sheets illustrated and listed 
on the follwing pages. 

The stamp having been officially released on April 27th, 2007, the variation of tab combinations 
do not appear to have been afforded official release dates as there is no new stamp design. 
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The Torch Relay Logo stamp was used on the majority of sheets issued at Provincial and City 
level to commemorate the passage of the Olympic flame. 

Provincial and City sheets were generally available within the Province or City to which they 
relate, the most common exception being sales at philatelic events attended by the Provincial 
Philatelic sales offices of China Post. 

The listing that follows is the result of recording sheets seen since 2008, as there does not 
appear to a definitve list of the Provincial / City issues. It is certain that this list is not complete, 
and scans of potential additions would be very welcome to enable publication of an illustrated 
listing at a future date. 

The methodology adopted within the listing: 

- Schematic layout of the format of the sheet - stamp positions and label positions identified. 
- An illustrated example. 
- A Province / City list of issues known 

Note that margins are indicative only. 

The first two sheets listed 
commemorate the lighting 
of the Olympic flame and 
the handover from Greece 
to China. 

   

  

x 

 

x 

 

  

x 

 

x 

 

  

x 

 

x 

 

Format 2 x 5. 
5 stamps, 5 labels. 

 

- Olympia, Greece. 
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X . X 
TX TX 
TX TX 
T X . _ x 

Format 4 x 4. 
8 stamps, 8 labels. 

- Athens, Greece 

- Beijing 
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- Beijing (1) 
- Beijing (2) 
- Baise, Guangxi Province 
- Hainan Province 
- Hebei Province 
- Qinhuangdao (1), Hebei Province 
- Qinhuangdao (2), Hebei Province 
- Tangshan (1), Hebei Province 
- Tangshan (2), Hebei Province 
- Tangshan (3), Hebei Province 
- Heilongjiang Province 
- Wuhan, Hubei Province 
- Yichang, Hubei Province 
- Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region 
- Qinghai Province 

TX r. X TX 
TX TX TX 
TX TX TX 
.><T><T>< 

- Yan'an, Shaanxi Province 
- Shanxi Province 

Format 6 x 4. 
12 stamps, 12 labels. 

Light the Passion Share the Dream 
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a 

x x x 
x x 

x 
x 
x 

Format 
Row 1, 6 - 3 stamps, 3 labels. 
Row 2. 4 - 2 stamps, 2 labels. 
Rows 3-5, 2 - I stamp, 1 label. 
Total 16.- 8 stamps, 8 labels 

Layout a 
- Fuzhou, Fujian Province 
- Quanzhou, Fujian Province 
- Xiamen, Fujian Province 
- Kaifeng (1), Henan Province 
- Jingzhou, Hubei Province 
- Hangzhou, Zhejiang 
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eW  x x x 
x x 

ew  x 
x 

x 

b 

Layout a 

I 1 r r 
XX X X 

- Guizhou Province  

Layout b 
- Harbin, Heilongjiang Province 
- Anyang (1), Henan Province 
- Anyang (2), Henan Province 
- Anyang (3), Henan Province 
- Anyang (4), Henan Province 
- Anyang (5), Henan Province 
- Kaifeng (2), Henan Province 
- Zhengzhou, Henan Province 
- Hunan Province 
- Changsha, Hunan Province 
- Shaoshan, Hunan Province 

Layout b 

° X ° X 
° X ° X 

- Jiangsu Province 

Format 4 x 2. 
4 stamps, 
4 labels. 

Jiangsu Province 

Note: For this sheet 
the Beijing Logo 
stamp is used, not 
the Torch Relay 
Logo design. 
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Layout a 
- Chongqing 
- Guilin, Guangxi Province 
- Nanning, Guangxi Province 
- Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province 
- Shijiazhuang - Xibaipo (1), Hebei Province 
- Shijiazhuang - Xibaipo (2), Hebei Province 
- Tangshan, Hebei Province 
- Heilongjiang Province 
- Harbin, Heilongjiang Province 
- Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region 
- Jilin Province 

Layout b 
- Daqing, Heilongjiang Province 	- Shanghai 
- Qiqihaer, Heilongjiang Province 	- Shanxi 
- Hubei Province 	 Province 
- Shandong Province 	 - Tibet 
- Jinan, Shandong Province 
- Linyi, Shandong Province 
- Qingdao, Shandong Province 
- Qufu, Shandong Province 
- Rizhao, Shandong Province 
- Tai'an, Shandong Province 
- Weihai, Shandong Province 
- unidentified, Shandong Province 



TX TX TX 
T _X 
f X 
T X 11 >< f X 

- Wuzhishan, Hainan Province 

- Wuhan, Hubei Province 

- Nantong, Jiangsu Province 

- Tianjin 

- Kunming, Yunnan Province 

- Lijiang, Yunnan Province 

Format '6 x 4'. 
8 stamps, 8 labels, 1 large (8x) label. 

- Beijing 

- Chongqing 

- Fuzhou, Fujian Province 
- Longyan, Fujian Province 

- Quanzhou, Fujian Province 

- Quangzhou, Guangdong Province 

- Huizhou, Guangdong Province 
- Shantou, Guangdong Province 

- Shenzhen, Guangdong Province 

- Baise, Guangxi Province 

- Guilin, Guangxi Province 

- Nanning, Guangxi Province 

- Haikou, Hainan Province 

- Sanya, Hainan Province 

- Wanning, Hainan Province 
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e X e X 
ej X C X 
¶X e  X 
e  X e  X 
e X e X 

- Anhui Province 

Format '4 x 5'. 
10 stamps, 10 labels. 

If you would like to join the Standing Order Service for S.O.C. souvenirs 
including SmartStamps, 

please contact Bob Wilcock as above. 
The number of SmartStamp covers that we can produce is limited, and 

some recent issues are selling out quite quickly. 

Please remember the Society Auction and International Packet when 
disposing of surplus or duplicate material - both give you direct access to 
fellow collectors interested in the Olympic theme. 
Contact the service managers. John and Brian as detailed inside the front 
cover. 
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T >< I >< 
1,  >< r >< 
r >< If >< 
T >< i >.< 

Format '4 x 4'. 
8 stamps, 8 large (2x) labels. 

- Shanghai 
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Format '4 x 5'. 
8 stamps, 8 labels, 1 large (4x) label.. 

I' f I' f 

XXXX 

r ft 1' I' I' 

> < > < > < X 

- Nantong, Jiangsu Province 

Who would want to be a specialised catalogue compiler / editor deciding how to list this stamp? 

The total number of stamp and se-tenant label combinations is staggering when you consider 
that the label can be listed as positioned to the right, to the left, above or below the stamp. 

Many of the labels are illustrated with landmarks or monuments that are illustrated on the special 
cancellations for the Torch Relay and were used on sets of Provincial covers to produce label / 
cancellation combinations with a common design. 
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ZAZZLE.0014 

A selection of the 
postal souvenirs 

from the Fair. 

44 44 

0 ft5 Irma Sr4r/04,  

4, 2011 

NT, 11. 60018 

Bob Farley 
3 Wain Green 

111, 11 	11„1,1„1,111,„,),„11„„„jurfprCeSter,  WR 4 OH P 
- England - DOI 

Ohm( (o4ectots Fair 
Chic*, Must 2011 

XVII WORLD OLYMPIC COLLECTORS FAIR 

Thanks to our members Sid Marantz, Klaus Fink and Mark Maestrone 
the President of Sports Philatelists International for their assistance in 
providing the items illustrated. It is hoped that a full report will appear in 
the next issue of Torch Bearer. 

Covers and a ZAZZLE.COM self adhesive stamp were commissioned / 
produced by the Organising Committee of the Fair. 

SPI liaised with USPS to secure a postal station at the Fair, and the 
creation of a special cancel. 

SPI also reached agreement with Dick Fosbury, Olympic high jump Gold 
medallist at Mexico in 1968, originator of the 'Fosbury flop', and current 
President of the World Olympian Association, to reproduce an umage of 
his famous jump on a ZAZZLE.COM stamp. 

Dick also signed a limited number of covers as illustrated below. 

..movioRLD ottsi , 
c( ORS FAIR sr4,:c ao*  

AUGUST 4, 2011 

ROSEMONT,11. 60018 

0 
V 
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11973 
5 Nov 2010 - 4 Nov 2011 

London 2012 - Olympic and Paralympic Retail Booklet 6 

Olympic and Paralympic 6 Retail Booklet was released on 15th September, 2011, and contains 
self adhesive panes with a gymnastics stamp and a fencing stamp. 

It is believed that this completes the retail booklet series, two booklets having been released with 
designs from each of the Olympic I, II, and III issues, 

Two special handstamps were 
available for booklet 6. both relating to 
the gymnasitics stamp. 

SPORTING DISCIPLINES RETAIL 
BOOKLET / WEMBLEY, LONDON / 
Rythmic gymnast. 

Sports Disciplines Stamp Book / 
London Road Birmingham / 'rings'. 

,c‘P LI Nes  

g dil ` 	 *( 

SPORTING DISCIPLINES / LONDON 	cc 
0 '401P- 

120121 
11998 

6 Jan. 2011 - 5 _Ian. 2012 

Bob Wilcock identified the opportunity to create a cacheted cover with the fencing booklet pane 
and 'Medal Heroes' handstamp to commemorate the success of Gillian Sheen in 1956. 
(see order form Ed.) 

Two variable date handstamps were 
also available that could be associated 
with booklet 6. 

W2 / 2012 / Union flag. 

GREAT BRITAIN MEDAL HEROES / 
STRATFORD, LONDON, E15 / Medal 
on ribbon. 
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A substantial colour shift on the fencing stamp pane can be easily 
identified on the mint pane because of the doubled text of the 
booklet title. 

On a detached self adhesive stamp from the booklet, the most 
obvious signs are doubled outlines appearing as a shadow or ghost 
image. 
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Bob Wilcock reports a very noticeable colour shift on this booklet. Two copies exhibited this shift 
from over 150 examples examined. 



London 2012 Issue 3 - 27 July 2011 - One Year to Go! 

Beach Vo rencoly 

SS2011-7 SS2011-8 SS2011-9 

...,1  Where/chair Ruyhy 

il 
SS2011-10 SS2011-11 SS2011-12 

SS2011-13 SS2011 -14 SS2011-15 

SS2011-16 
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12196 - 27 Jul, 

London 2012 Issue 3-27 July 2011—Sports & Medallist Cancels 
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London 2012 Issue 3-27 July 2011—SOC Souvenirs 
Stamp SmartStamp AA 

Signed For 
SS (2`') + 
2x..tamp 

A 
Airmail 

SS (4)+stamp 

a 
Stamp & 

cancel 
FDC 

C 
Smart- 

Stamp (I"). 
Stamp & 

cancel FDC 

CA 
Smart-

Stamp (A), 
Stamp & 

cancel AIR 

Athletic, SS 2011-7 Stratford PO Stratford PO 12203 

12199 

FD11 27 

12203 1220 3 

Beach Volleyball SS 2011-8 Trafalgar Sq. [Horseguards] 12200 12200 12200 

Fencing SS 2011-9 Freemason s Rd [Excel] 12195 12195 12195 

Gymnastics SS 2011-10 Churchill Place [Dome] 12196 12196 12196 

Handball SS 2011-11 Stratford PO [Handball 
arena] 

12207 12207 12207 

Wheelchair Rugby 

W. Rugin,  booklet 

SS 2011-12 Stratford PO 

Scamp & b 'let st 

[Basketball 

Arena] 

FD11 28 

12197 

FD11 28 

12197 

FD11 28 

12197 

Paralympic Sailing 

P. &Olin booklet 

SS 2011-13 Weymouth 

Stamp & bier st 

Weymouth 12201 

12206 

12206 

12201 

12206 

12201 

Wheelchair Tamis 

Triathlon 

SS 2011-14 

SS 2011-15 

Layton PO 

Knightsbridge 

[Eton Manor] 

[Hyde Park] 

12205 

12198 

12205 

12198 

12205 

12198 

Wrestling SS 2011-16 Freenlinion's Rd [Excel] 12208 12208 12208 

Extra Cancels AI 
Wembley (neuter) 12213 

Sporting Flame 12214 

Medallist Cancels 

Chris Boardman Cycling Gold Barcelona '92 2012 cycling st. 12191 

Duncan Goodbye' Swimming G Moscow '80 2012 aquatic st 12192 

Eric Liddell 400 metres G Paris 1924 2012 track st. 12193 

Charlotte Cooper Tennis Gold Paris 1900 2012 W Tennis 12194 

Gering Thomas Cycling Gold Beijing 2008 Handover stamp 12211 

Amy. Willi iiii,  Skeleton G Vancouver 2010 English I" st. !222c 

One Year To 
Go 

SF r SSA 
Airmail SS (El) 

+ 10p stamp 

SSO C1 SSI. 
1" Class SS 

only 

SS(11K) 
Signed 1. or nr 

mit ated 
Smart- 
Stamp 
First 

Class SS 

1" Class SS 
+ Olympie 

stamp 
(various) 

Pin design SS 2011-1.7 Weymouth 124 Weyinoi th t,.'1. i 12195 Ttaialga: Sy 

. 

I NM i  FA 	.-„ Mill 
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1197.3 
5 No 2010 4 No 2011 	11998 

r, Jar. 2011 - 5 Jar. 2012 

12251 IC Septc1111- 

I 
12272 - 22 Septcmber 

04".  

ci 

op Like, 

1110.% .40 

120121 

ORDER FORM (maximum 2 of any item this page) 	 Amount 

26 May 2011 issues—pictogram handstamps & cachets (Torch Bearer p95) 

HS 12160 Boxing Stamp & 26 May pictogram handstamp (boxing) 	 £1.50 

SS2011-5(2) 	2nd Class SmartStamp & 26 May pictogram handstamp 	£1.50 

SS2011-5(A) 	Airmail SmartStamp & 26 May pictogram handstamp 	£2 

HS 12162 Taekwando Stamp & 26 May pictogram handstamp 	 £1.50 

SS2011-6(2) 	2nd Class SmartStamp & 26 May pictogram handstamp 	£1.50 

SS2011-6(A) 	Airmail SmartStamp & 26 May pictogram handstamp 	£2 

15 September 2011—Olympic Booklet (6) - Fencing and Gymnastics 

HS 11973 	Fencing booklet sheetlet—Gillian Sheen 0956) cachet 	£1.50 

HS 11998 	Fencing booklet sheetlet—pictogram cachet 	 £1.50 

HS 12251 	Gymnastics booklet sheellet—pictogram cachet 	 £1.50 

HS 12269 	Gymnastics booklet sheetlet—pictogram cachet (2) 	£1.50 

22 September 2011—Pictogram Handstamps 

HS 12272 	Basketball stamp & handstamp 	 £1.50 

SS2009-5(11) 	Basketball SmartStamp 12") & handstamp 	 £1.50 

SS2009-5(11A) 	Basketball SmartStamp !Airmail) & handstamp 	 £2 

HS 12276 	Modem Pentathlon stamp & handstamp 	 £1.50 

SS2010-7(11) 	Modern Pentathlon SmartStamp (2n& handstamp 	£1.50 

SS2010-7(11k 	Modern Pentathlon SmartStamp (Airmail) & handstamp 	£2 

Earlier issues (subject to being sold out) please list: 

TOTAL CARRIED TO NEXT PAGE 

I227E - 22 September 
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ORDER FORM CONTINUED (maximum one set + 1 individual sport etc) 	 mow t 

270711-AA 	'Signed For' set-2"d  SmartStamp plus 2 stamps 	£40 
(stamp and booklet stamp for sailing & Wheelchair 
Rugby) - Ten postally travelled covers. [E4 each] 

270711-A 	Airmail: £1.61 SmartStamp + sports stamp—mailed 	£40 
to China—Ten postally travelled covers. [ES each] 

270711-B 	First Day Covers, stamp only—set of 14 covers, 	£20 
incl. booklet stamps, 14 diff. cancels [E1.50 each] 

270711-C 	First Day Covers, SmartStamp and stamp (92p rate) 	£20 
- set of 12 covers including booklet stamps [E2 each] 

270711-CA 	First Day Covers, Airmail SmartStamp (£1.61) and 	£50 
stamp - set of 12 covers including booklet stamps 
[E5 each] 

270711-BE 	Runner and Flame cancels—pair of covers [E1.50 	£3 
each] 

270711-BM 	Medallist cancels—set of six covers [E1.50 each] 	£9 

One Year To Go 

SS2011-17(1) 	First Class SmartStamp 	 £1.50 

I SS2011-17(1M) First Class SmartStamp + Olympic stamp (various) 	£2.50 
[20 only prepared] 

SS2011-17(2U) 2nd  Class SmartStamp. uprated to 1' (10p stamp) 	£1.50 

S52011-17(SF) 2nd  Class SmartStamp. 2 Olympic stamps [20 only] 	£4.00 

SS20 I ' -17 	Airmail SmartStamp (El) 10p stamp - mailed to 	£2.50 
China 

Individual Sports (see codes on list of covers and cancels, & prices for each above) 

Item code 	Sport & description (including handstamp number) 

TOTAL FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

Postage UK Free or Special Delivery £5; Europe £6; Rest of World £8 

TOTAL 

Name & 
Address 

E-mail 

Pay by PayPal 	 marathon4locietvofolvmDLCs_ollectors,orq 

Cheque 	 Society of Olympic Collectors. 
(UK only) 	 24 Hamilton Crescent. Brentwood, Essex. CM14 5ES 
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Postcard Set 
Collectable 1)cntg.ns 

LONDON 2012 POSTCARDS 

Postcard enthusiasts are finding it difficult to find postcards that relate directly to the London 
2012 Olympic Games as there is not an official licensee, and therefore no source of information. 

However, all is not lost. Postcards are now appearing, some from obvious sources, and some 
that need to be 'found'. 

LOCOG products (available from the London 2012 stores, including online). 

Olympic Museum postcard collection set of 
ten. 
The set is sold as two packs of 5 designs 
reproducing posters from earlier Olympic 
Games. The packs bear the London 2012 
branding and hologram. 

Pack 1 	 Pack 2 

Antwerp 1920 	Rome 1960 
Paris 1924 	 Tokyo 1964 
Amsterdam 1928 	Mexico 1968 
Berlin 1936 	 Munich 1972 
London 1948 	Moscow 1980  

London 2012 Mascots postcards pack of 
five. 
The set contains 3 designs of the mascots 
and 2 designs showing the logos of the 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic Games. 
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THE OLYMPIC & PARALYMPIC GAMES 
LONDON 2012 

Pact contains 5 postcards Ann 5 

London 2012 Olympics imagery postcards 
pack of five 
The set contains 3 designs of London 
landmarks, 1 design showing the logo of the 
2012 Olympic Games, and 1 design showing 
pictograms.. 

Royal Mail stamp and postcard packs 
(available from the Philatelic Bureau). 

In addition to the PHQ cards issued as 
companion products to the Olympic I, II and III 
stamp series in 2009, 10 and 11, Royal Mail 
introduced new products including postcards. 

The 30 designs of the Olympic stamp series are 
available as postcards. 
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The Royal Mail stamp and postcard packs are available in two pack formats. 

- Pack containing a strip of five se-tenant stamps with associated postcards. The purchase of six 
different packs provides the complete series. When ordering, a discount is available if the six 
packs are purchased together. 

- For collectors of a single sport, an alternative pack containing a strip of five stamps of a single 
design with five postcards of the same design is also available. Currently only two designs are 
advertised in this format, Judo and Equestrian. I am sure we have single sport collectors who 
would hopeto see this range extended. 

Three sets of five artist postcards 

Set of five black and white 
designs. 

The Olympic Park construction 
site 2011 

I saw this from the View Tube 
www.theviewtube.co.uk - a 
community arts and education 
venue with bike hire 

© Wendy Rolt 

Set of five photographic postcards 

I saw this from the View Tube, a community arts and education venue, with a cafe bike hire - 
www.theviewtube.co.uk 

Four designs © Emma Crouch. 
The 2012 Olympic Stadium at 
Sunset 

Percy Dalton's Peanut Factory, 
Fish Island 

The View Tube 

Anish Kapoor's 'ArcelorMittal 
Orbit' under construction. 

One design © Veronica Painter 
The Olympic Dream. 
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Set of five art postcards 

Art at The View Tube www.theviewtube.co.uk / www.viewfromtheedge.org 

Two designs Ben Barbour 
marker pen & collage 

Blue Fence 2010 
Widders Dump 2010 

Three designs J. Yuen Ling Chiu 
screenprint on paper 

Roses I: from ground, 2010 
Roses II: from side, 2010 
Roses V: from morning, 2010 

The three sets of artist cards are sold at the View Tube, the details of which appear on their 
website www.theviewtube.co.uk/ 

The View Tube is a social enterprise and community venue located on The Greenway adjacent 
to the Olympic Park. 

The land on which the View Tube is situated offers a good view of the Olympic Park with public 
maps for information about the view. 

It was built using recycled shipping containers whose construction and installation was delivered 
by Urban Space Management. The View Tube is a partnership project between Leaside 
Regeneration, London Thames Gateway Development Corporation, the Olympic Delivery 
Authority and Thames Water. 

It includes a café, 
education, arts and 
information 	spaces 
with a panoramic view 
over the Olympic Park 
and Stratford City 
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London 2012 - Surprise slogan postmark 

Bob Farley 

The importance of sharing knowledge and working together has been clearly demonstrated by 
the following events. 

The Olympic III covers had been despatched and the return of covers was being eagerly 
anticipated when an email from Bob Wilcock as I arrived home from Hellendorf after a 15 hour 
drive alerted that an inkjet slogan postmark had been introduced. 

The initial copy was from South East Anglia MPC (Mail Processing Centre) and was dated 
30.07.11. 

28th July is a family birthday, and resulted in a number of late delivery cards with postage stamp 
franking as opposed to the usual PPI's. A rummage through our recycle bin produced one 
example (actually one cover with two examples) of the slogan. Whilst this cover is not a good 
collectable example, it was crucial in helping the story of the slogan postmark unfold. 

South East Anglia {aligned left} inkjet slogan. 
Royal Mail / Olympic / Stamps / Now on sale 

The overcancelled cover from the recycle bin. 
South East Anglia {aligned left} dated 29.07.11. 
Herefordshire / Worcestershire dated 30.07.11. 

The text of the slogan, and appearance at opposite sides of the country suggested that it would 
be used as a national campaign and would be in use for a long period. Slogan cancellations are 
usually notified in the Postmark Bulletin, so it was unusual that prior notification had not been 
received. 

Bob Wilcock and I both reacted by alerting friends / family to save any covers with the slogan -
actions that were to prove fortuitous. 
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The Mail Centre for Herefordshire / Worcestershire is nearby i Worcester and my regular 
collection of items has built a rapport with staff. With the knowledge that the slogan was in use, 
a number of covers were prepared and I headed for the Centre. 

At the Mail Centre, I learnt that as part of the review of mail processing, a number of MPC's were 
to be closed or redesignated with a lower status. Worcester was part of the review, with it's 
future uncertain, but as an interim measure all mail collected before 6pm. was being sent to 
Birmingham MPC some 35km away for processing and cancellation. 

The Herefordshire / Worcestershire cancellation was only in use on incoming mail where 
uncancelled stamps were detected, or on outgoing mail collected after 6pm. (The only mail box 
in the area with a later collection time of 7:30pm is directly outside the Mail Centre). 

The ever helpful staff at the desk contacted the shift manager and agreed to introduce my 
covers into the 7:30pm collecting from the post-box, with superb results. 

Bob Wilcock mailed a number of items in the South East Anglia area, and mailed some covers 
to the Postmaster requesting that they be cancelled with the slogan. 

The covers mailed in post-boxes duly arrived. 

These examples from South East Anglia displayed differences with the initial find. 
SOUTH EAST ANGLIA is written in two lines not one. 
Text of the dater section is aligned centre, not left. 
The prospects of a national slogan from all MPC's and with alignment variants would prove 
challenging. 
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Late on the 2nd August, telephone and email contacts were received from family and friends that 
established the slogan was in use at various MPC's including Birmingham. 

On the 3rd August an opportunity to visit the Birmingham MPC arose, so covers were prepared 
and taken into the office. Initial insistence from the staff at the reception that I neede the Special 
Handtsamp Centre were eventually overcome, bot attempts to gain assistance from the shift 
manager were unhelpful. It was claimed that the slogan was set by an earlier shift and that the 
slogans in use on each machine were not known, and that the machine to which items were 
directed was 'random'. 
Very disgruntled, I left a few covers and mailed others in three different post-boxes. 
All arrived with 'postcode' slogans over the next three days - so much for 1st class next day 
delivery. I did have numerous covers with fine used Olympic stamps. 

The experience at Birmingham prompted calls to Royal Mail, initially as a complaint, but 
progressing to a known contact who was very unhappy that the slogan had been introduced 
without their knowledge, and committed to trying to provide information regarding offices of use 
and period of intended use. Scans showing examples that had been found were passed to the 
Royal Mail contact. A number of interim emails culminted in the final response on 10th August: 

"I have been informed that the ink jet slogan for the Olympics was available from the 26th of July 
to the 3rd of August. We will be introducing another slogan next year for the Olympics next 
year." 

From examples recorded, we cannot confirm that the slogan was in use before the 29th July, but 
we can confirm one 'late' use on 4th August at Cambridge. 

Recorded Use 

Birmingham 	 Illustration a 
Cambridge 
Greenford Windsor 	 Illustration b (aligned left) 
Greenford Windsor 	 Illustration c (aligned centre) 
Herefordshire / Worcestershire 
Lancashire and South Lakes 	Illustration d 	 Special thanks for 
London South 	 Illustration e 	 information from: 
Manchester 	 Illustration f 	 Angela Armstrong 
Plymouth 	 Stafford May 
South East / Anglia 	 Alan Sabey 
South East Anglia 	 Bob Wilcock 
Watford 

Examples from other MPC's should exist, and we would like to be able to confirm use with a 
scan or copy of an actual example wherever possible. 

A Welsh language version should also exist,but has yet to be recorded. 

Please advise either Bob Wilcock marathon@sodetyofolympiccollectors.com or Bob Farley 
rfarleysoc@aol.com of any 'finds'. 
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Treffen mit der Grippe OLYMPSPORT 
30.131. Ji 2011 In Peteovice/Hellenclort 

InternetIonele Motivpruppen 
Olympladran and Sport •.V. 

IMOS / Olympsport at Hellendorf 

Bob Farley 

The Olympic flame of the first Olympic torch relay crossed the border between Czechoslovakia 
and Germany on the route to the Berlin Olympic Games on July 31st, 1936. 

To commemorate the 75th anniversary of this event the Olympic and Sport collector groups of 
The Czech Republic - Olympsport, and Germany - IMOS held a meeting at the border with 
events programmed at the border and in both countries. 

The opportunity to meet with friends and fellow collectors induced me to make the journey to the 
event by car. The 16 hour journey each way was tiring, but well worth the effort to attend an 
interesting and very sociable event. On my arrival at 7pm on Friday, only two or three of the 
German contingent were admitting to any knowledge of English, as I admitted my lack of any 
German language skills. When I departed on Sunday afternoon, I think that I had held some 
dialogue with almost everyone present albeit with the assistance of others. 

When a group of collectors with a common interest get together, communication always seems 
to be possible. 

Both IMOS and Olympsport were early collector groups and have been responsible for 
influencing the formation of later societies including S.O.C. 

In one way in particular, they still lead where we should follow - organisation and attendance at 
primarily social events, inclusive of non-collector partner programmes. 

On this occasion, IMOS in particular exploited many of the modem postal facilities to 
commemorate the anniversary of the torch relay. 

Commemorative STAMPIT franking for the event. 

Deutsche Post 1-prPC VAMP? CAI UR 
ADOICC421AC 	30 07.11 

STAMPIT has been used by IMOS as franking for distribution of their journal for some time. 
It allows a graphic design to be added to the left hand side of the postage label when printing 
and operates on a similar basis to SmartStamp. License holders are able to print their postage 
from any internet connected computer against a prepaid account. 

STAMPIT has evolved from the same concept as SmartStamp, Royal Mail having originally 
taken a license from Deutsche Post in 2004. 

Sadly, STAMPIT will be discontinued at the end of September 2011. 
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Werbung aber zackig! Die PostModern-Wunschbriefmarke. 

post MODERN 'local' stamps 
prepared on behalf of IMOS and 
the commemorative handstamp 
available. 

1 

post  
MODERN 

The self adhesive 
stamp design 
shows the 
memorial at the 
border, and 
incorporates the 
post MODERN 
logo. 
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Ankunft des Otympeschen Feuers 
vat 75 Jah roe 

The meetings were attended by local family members of the original 1936 torch bearers, local 
people involved in the design and construction of the later memorial, local and regional 
politicians and collectors from Croatia, The Czech Republic, Germany and the UK. Fears that 
attendance may be disappointing were dispelled with over fifty people attending some sessions 
and meals. 

A bourse between attendees, and the array of material available on Sunday really was the 'icing 
on the cake', for an enjoyable and very sociable weekend. The journey suddenly seemed 
insignificant. I spent very little at the bourse, but I have two items that I will always remember 
purchasing in Hellendorf even though they cost me less than 2 Euros each, and of course I will 
also have the items that were produced to commemorate the event. 

75 jAHRE OLYMPISCHER FACKELLAUF 
Treffen von IMOS and OLYMPSPORT in Hellendorf/Petrovice 
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Individual IMOS members also commisioned stamps from biberpost another local post operator, 
and produced personal Deutsche Post internet 'Individual Stamp' designs. 

With the introduction of deregulation such local posts have become a feature of the German 
market. Most operate at a regional or national level, but some by partnering agreements also 
offer an international service. 

Olympsport contributed to the 
postal commemoration of the 
weekend with two pictorial 
cancels. 

The first promoted the IMOS / 
Olympsport event and the 75th 
anniversary of the torch being 
handed from the Czecho-
slavakian runner to his German 
counterpart. 
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The second promoted the IMOS / 
Olympsport event and the Gold 
Medals won by the men's pairs of 
Jan Brzak-Felix and Vladimir 
Syrovatka, and Vaclav Moth and 
Zdenek Skrland in the Canoeing, 
Men's C2 1.000m, and 10,000m 
events. 

A privately overprinted postal stationery card was produced to accompany the first cancel. 
A commemorative postcard accompanied the second cancel. 
Both items are illustrated on the following page. 
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PIN CATEGORIES OF THE 2012 OLYMPIC GAMES - LONDON  

by Sid Marantz and Bud Kling 

INTRODUCTION 

With the Olympics coming to London and Great Britain in 2012, so will the pins and pin traders. 
Described as the "largest spectator sport of the Games", Olympic pins have existed for over 100 
years and have been traded among athletes and officials for almost the entire time. Spectators, 
the media and sponsors have been involved for well over 30 years. To help British collectors "get 
up to speed" with this area of Olympic collecting, two longtime, expert collectors are writing and 
editing a series of articles on pin collecting for The Torch Bearer. Sid Marantz and Bud Kling 
have been to the Olympics 25 times between them. They have published articles and given talks 
on pin collecting in various forums to collectors and sponsor VIPs all over the world. They have 
managed pin trading centers for Games Organizing Committees and Coca Cola for every 
Olympics since 1998. Both are members of the International Society of Olympic Historians. For 
this article, they have enlisted the aid of Paul Mc Gill, one of the earliest, most knowledgeable 
and active collectors of London 2012 pins. Many of the images of London pins for this article 
come from his website http://www.londonpins.co.uk./ . We suggest you check it out. 

In prior articles, we have described the pins of the 3 permanent members of the Olympic 
Movement; 1) The International Olympic Committee (IOC), 2) The International Sports 
Federations (IF) and National Governing Bodies (NGB) for a given sport in the individual 
countries and territories and 3)The National Olympic Committees (NOC). We also covered the 
pins of Cities that aspire to hold an Olympic Games (Bid Pins). We will now tum our attention to 
the City that won that right for 2012---London. 

WHAT TO EXPECT 

If past Summer Games are any indication, there will be in excess of 5000 different pin designs 
produced for the London Games of 2012. The majority of these will be produced by Honav UK 
Ltd., the lapel pin licensee for the London 2012 Olympic Games. This license was granted to 
produce pins and market them worldwide excluding the USA. LOCOG granted a separate 
license to Aminco International for pins produced for the USA market. Other pins will be brought 
to the games by foreign sponsors, NOCs, NGBs, the media, IFs and cities bidding for future 
Games. Various manufactures will make these pins. 

CATEGORIES 

This 5000 plus pin pie is usually divided into smaller, more manageable slices (categories) as 
very few people will attempt to collect every pin available. By specializing, collectors have a better 
chance of assembling a close to complete "collection" as they personally define it. There is 
endless debate as to how to slice the pie and what to call each slice. Since we are writing this 
article, we will use our preferred categories realizing that any other person could slice the pie 
differently and that their categories would be just as valid as ours. Our categories are as follows: 
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London Bus 
Wenlock Equestrian 

Commercial/souvenir 
Partner (sponsors, suppliers, licensees, etc). These pins are sometimes referred to as 
"Corporate". 
Organizing Committee. These pins are sometimes referred to as "LOCOG Pins" or staff pins 
Government/Agency/Law Enforcement 
Media 
NOC 
IOC 
IF/NGB 
Bid 

COMMERCIAL / SOUVENIR 

The largest group of pins will be produced to be sold to the general public. Much of the revenue 
generated by the licensee will come from this category. Souvenir pins will be celebrating their 
100th anniversary at the London Olympics. The first known pin of this type was produced for the 
1912 Olympic Games in Stockholm, Sweden. Today it is worth about £75.00. 

Honav is planning on producing about 2000 souvenir pins. They are offering a set of 2012 
different pins made up of all the souvenir pins and some of the Coca Cola pins that will be sold to 
the public. (Not all Coke pins will be sold to the public. Some will be used internally at Coke for 
promotions and VIP functions.). This program will be limited to 500 sets and will sell for 
£10,000.00 

If your aspirations and pocketbook fall short of 
acquiring a complete set, you still have the ability 
to go to a retail outlet and buy what you like. This is 
the easiest way to acquire London 2012 pins. From 
what we have seen so far, there is a nice selection 
of designs and themes. 

1912 Stockholm pin 
First London 
Commercial Pin 

Here are some others we find interesting: 
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The first known 
sponsor pin was 
actually a button 
produced by Arden 
Milk for the 1932 
summer games in 
Los Angeles. 

The first actual 
sponsor pin was 
produced by a 
Finnish margarine 
company, 	Daisy, 
for the summer 
games of 1952 in 
Helsinki. 

Coca Cola, who was a sponsor for the Amsterdam Games of 1928 and has 
been the longest continuing sponsor of the Olympics made their first pin for 
the 1972 Winter Games in Sapporo, Japan. It is quite rare. 

Currently there are more than two dozen partners for London 2012. 
We believe there will be more. 

Three examples of Partner pins we find attractive: 

PARTNER (CORPORATE) 

Sponsors, suppliers, licensees and the like are vital to the success of the Games. Sponsors pay 
a rights fee to be associated with the games and also often donate goods and services (in kind) 
to the organizing committee. Suppliers usually provide goods and services for free or at a 
reduced price. Licensees pay a rights fee and usually a royalty in order to offer their products to 
the public as "Official Licensed Merchandise". All three groups provide money and services to 
offset the cost of the Games. 

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE / LOCOG / STAFF 

The organizations responsible for putting on the Games usually make pins to identify their 
people, commemorate events and holidays, recognize volunteers and the like. Although the 
LAOOC (Los Angeles, 1984) was not the first committee to issue pins it instituted the most robust 
program up until that time by a wide margin. Below are some of the pins they issued: 

*M4-1  

Neighborhood 
Program 

Transportation 
137 Department Games Over - Staff 

 

Information Staff 
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LOCOG has also been active in this area and their pins will be among the most coveted of the 
games. This is because pins like these are not easily obtained. You either have to be an 
employee or volunteer of LOCOG or know someone who is associated with them to obtain these 
pins. Also, since the number of designs is usually not large, completing a collection of LOCOG 
pins is possible if you have access to these pins. 

Some LOCOG pins we found attractive: 

Issued to all LOCOG staff 
as a thank-you. 

Main Press Center, ODA 

Volunteer 1000 hours. 	Will also be coveted by 
Media collectors. 

Issued at World Press Briefing 	First Partner Workshop. 	Stadium, ODA. 
Will also be coveted by Media 	Will also be coveted by 	Will also be coveted by 
collectors. 	 Corporate collectors. 	 venue collectors. 

GOVERNMENT AGENCY / LAW ENFORCEMENT 

All Olympic Games have a large public sector involvement. Even if the games are not monetarily 
supported by the government, as was the case in Los Angeles in 1984 or hugely subsidized like 
Beijing was in 2008, the govemment from the national level on down, plays a part. Security, 
transportation, public services, postal and monetary agencies and many others are all deeply 
committed to the effort. They are involved in things they usually do but the Olympic Games 
modify and intensify their work. Many of these entities, with and without permission, produce pins 
for staff and the public memorializing their contributions to the games. Some agency pins from 
prior games: 

Moscow 
Police 

I a IS •	 
Canad'i 

111/ 

0%0; 

US Postal 
Service 

 

Salt Lake City Sheriff 
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Currently, we are not sure if any agencies have issued pins for 2012. The regional committees 
are the closest we are aware of, and these may be LOCOG controlled and not government or law 
enforcement agencies. 

Eas# 

Midlands 

MEDIA 

The Olympic Games is the most watched athletic event in the World. Huge fees are paid for the 
right to broadcast the Games to a Broadcaster's home country. Thousands of accredited and non 
accredited journalists representing TV, Print, Radio, new media and media support 
organizations descend on the host city to broadcast and report on the Games. The Organizing 
Committee provides press centers, broadcast centers, live TV coverage at all venues (The World 
Feed) living quarters, food and transportation. The money and publicity are the lifeblood of the 
Olympics. 

Many of these companies make pins. Only TV rights holders who pay a fee are officially allowed 
to produce pins with the Games Marks and perhaps also a local newspaper group. Other media, 
both accredited and non accredited, are not supposed to use game marks and most do not. They 
produce pins that get around the issue by alluding to the games, but in a legal way. These 
unofficial pins are a bit controversial and the entire topic of what is authorized, what is not and 
what is legal and illegal will be covered in a future article. That being said, it appears that the IOC 
and the local organizing committees do not seem to mind these pins and do not bother those that 
make them. It may be because harassing the media is not in the best interests of the Games. In 
any case, all media pins are very popular and some command very high prices. This is especially 
true of pins from the Asian media. 

The first known print media pin was produced for the 1936 Berlin 
Olympic Games by the Swedish Magazine IB. 

Some examples of media pins from previous games follow: 

     

 

A 
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BBC LA 	 BBC Innsbruck 	BBC Vancouver 
	

Reuters Beijing 
1984 	 1976 	 2010 

	
2008 

BBC is a rights paying broadcaster and is allowed to use Games Marks. 
Reuters also used marks. 
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German TV 
	

Japan NHK 
	

Washington Post 
	

Small US Newspaper 
Montreal 1976 
	

Beijing 2008 
	

Atlanta 1996 
	

Turin 2006 

The two foreign TV networks above paid rights fees and could use Games Marks. 
The Newspapers could not. They however stayed ''legal" by tying their pins into the games in 
other clever ways. 

LONDON 2012 MEDIA 

Only a few media pins are currently available for 2012 
but fear not; past games have had about 1000 pins 
from this category. London should be no different. TV, 
Radio, New Media, Newspapers, Magazines, Media 
Support Companies, LOCOG, The Host Broadcaster 
and the IOC will all produce media related pins. Some 
will be official. Some will be authorized. Some will be 
unauthorized. Most will be legal. Some will be illegal 
because they will use games marks without permission 
as a part of their own original designs. 

inside the games, 
New Media 	Euro Sport TV 

NBC Pins. They are the most Prolific of 
the Broadcast Media. They make pins 
for sale to the public, for internal use for 
staff and as part of a "goodie bag" given 
to VIPs they bring to the games. Their 
VIP Guest Pin is usually among the 
most sought after media pins at the 
games. 
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USSR 
Field Hockey 
Seoul 1988 

Generic GB 
Team NOC 

Belgium sponsor 
Barcelona 1992 

Switzerland 
NOC 

Jamaica, 	 Guam Team 
Bobsled 2010 	 2000's 

NOC pins for 2012 

tecirrtq  

GB Team sponsor 

NATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEES 

In a prior article, we covered NOC pins in depth. As of now, very few London NOC pins have 
been issued with games marks but NOCs sometimes bring undated pins called "generics" to an 
Olympics as well as dated pins. Undoubtedly current generic pins will be used officially in London 
by many NOCs. Generic pins are used for functions and meetings and are also used at 
competitions like the Youth Olympics, The Asian Games, prior Olympics and the like. There will 
be over 200 NOC represented in London and historically about 1000 different designs are 
brought to the Games; so many countries bring more than one. Also many teams have sponsors 
and some pins will contain the sponsor logo, NOC marks and Games marks. 
The first NOC pin we know about was produced in 1906 by Sweden and they, plus others, 

produced the first pins for an official Olympics in 1908. Great Britain produced their first pin for 
the 1924 Games in Paris. 
There are pins for the NOC itself, pins for the entire Olympic team and all its sports and pins for a 
specific sport. Expect to see some of all of them next year. 

 

Canada, 
London 1908 

Clay Bird Team 

 

Sweden, 
Athens 1906 

Sweden, 
London 1908 

Great Britain, 
Paris 1924 

Team and NOC pins 
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International Federation Pins 

USA 1992 
Dream Team 

Czech 70's 
Rowing 

Spain 
Shooting 

(1). 
J‘b. 	4e:f' 

4 

to 1972 

USA 1972 
Diving 

INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE 

The IOC will issue pins that are generic and also Games specific for 2012. Their worldwide 
sponsors may issue pins with rings only in addition to pins with 2012 games marks. Only TOP 
sponsors may issue corporate pins with rings only. Below are some of the few available now. 

  

Dow 

   

   

 

WORLDWIDE 
PARTNER 

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATIONS AND NATIONAL GOVERNING BODIES 

We know of no pins that have been issued from these organizations as yet. There are almost 3 
dozen IFs who have sports on the Olympic program but very few issue games specific pins. 
There are more generic examples available at a typical games than dated pins. The NGBs, on 
the other hand, are more prolific. Multiply 200 NOCs times the number of sports that they each 
compete in and the maths explains pretty well the potential. These pins are almost as popular 
with collectors as NOC pins. To make things a little more complicated, some NOCs produce pins 
with sports they compete in. These are sort of a hybrid NOC/NGB group. 

FIBA 	 FINA 	FIS dated 	 IIHF 
	

IIHF Dated 
Generic 	Generic 	Sapporo 1972 	Generic 

	
Vancouver 2010 

National Governing Bodies 
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BID PINS 

In the last issue of Torch Bearer we covered this topic thoroughly (pages 74 - 80). 
A brief review: Bid pins are produced by cities who wish to host an Olympic Games. The process 
for selecting a host city has changed many times over the years. The first bid pin appeared in the 
1950's and the bid for 2012 saw multiple cities step up. This happened first at the country level 
and then at the IOC level. We all know how that turned out! • Early Bid Pins 

Without any evidence to the contrary, it 
appears that the first Winter Games Bid Pin 
was made in the 1950's for a joint 
Reno/'Tahoe 1960 bid, and the first Summer 
Games Bid Pin -- actually a button -- was 
made in the 1960's for Detroit's 1968 bid. 

For those of you collecting Olympic Bid Pins with the focus on 2012, 
you've got your work cut out for you . Nine cities from the USA --
Cincinnati, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, NYC, San Francisco, 
Seattle, Tampa, and Washington/Baltimore -- all produced pins at 
various stages in the process. Five cities from Germany — Dusseldorf, 
Frankfurt, Hamburg, Leipzig and Stuttgart did likewise and an 
additional five cities from Germany -- Cuxhaven, Kiel, Lubeck, 
Rostock and Riigen-Stralsund -- bid ONLY to be the Yachting venue 
and also produced pins! 
(A selection of the USA and German pins are illustrated on pages 79 
and 80 - Issue 2). 

I  Stuttgart 20121 

Finally, when you include the pins produced by London, Madrid, 
Moscow, Paris, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paolo, Seville and Warsaw, you're 
looking at well over 200 pins in total! 
(A selection of these pins are illustrated on 
pages 76 and 80 - Issue 2). 

Six cities have submitted bids for the 2020 Games. They are: Baku, capital of Azerbaijan, Doha 
the capital of Qatar, Istanbul, Madrid, Rome and Tokyo. We have seen no pins as yet but rest 
assured their people will be out and about and their pins should be plentiful. 

This pretty well sums up the "whole pie" you can expect to see at the Games next year. The pace 
at which these pins will appear will increase significantly as the games approach. The first week 
of the games will have more new pins make their debut than all the pins that have been seen up 
to that time . Variety will be the least of a collector's problems. We hope to see many of you 
there and hope to trade a few pins with you and your friends. "We trade easy". 
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OUR SERVICES: 
Auctions 

Appraisals 
Want lists 

We accept consignments 
We buy and sell Olympic Memorabilia 

Olympic Memorabilia consultancy 

DOURAMAKOS 
VEVAA3ILIA 

Ir UPCOMING AUCTION 11 
iOVEMBER Thin 2Uii 

Mail order catalogue, $20 
Online catalogue, 	tikk.. 

PIC: 
Stathis Douramakos Olympic Auctions 

Researches — Articles — Collector 
Expertise in the 18% Olympic Games 

Olympic torchc,  

Member of: ISOI I. Olympin. RAGS, Sot 

Douramakos Olympic Memorabilia 
Zamanou 44a, 16674 Glyfada/Athens,Greece 

Tel: (+30) 210 8985185 - Fax: (+30) 210 8982133 
douramakos@yahoo.com 

• 
lakos.com www. OlymnicAuctions.com www. Olympic-Torches.com www. Neu 
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Games Memorabilia 

Want List Service 
Appraisal Service 

Exhibit Service 

selling & accepting consignments: 
Winners' and Participation 

Diplomas, Posters, Official 
Tickets, Souvenirs. 

per Year - Catalogs available. 

Ingrid O'Neil 
& Olympic Memorabilia 

872048, Vancouver WA 98687 
834-5202 + Fax (360) 834-2853 

+ ingrid@ioneil.com 
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